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Scientific Software Projects
Vlab (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) : One of my assignments as Post-Doc of the Finance Department at Stern was the development of the Volatility Laboratory software. The Volatility Laboratory (Vlab) provides real time measurement, modeling and forecasting of financial volatility and correlations for a wide spectrum of assets. The project blends together both classic models as well as some of the latest advances proposed in the financial econometrics literature. The aim of the laboratory is to provide real time evidence on market dynamics for both researchers and practitioners. The vlab allows one to access statistics and graphs about volatility and correlations through a Web content management system. Starting from April 2010 the vlab also provides a variety of risk measures for top US financial firms and rankings of the most systemically risky firms. The aim of this project is to provide regulators and market participants tools for understanding and monitoring systemic risk in real time. The latest version of the vlab can be viewed at the URL http://vlab.stern.nyu.edu.
